
Herzberg HG-5002: Multi-Orientation Aluminum Folding Ladder

Heavy-duty aluminum ladder with 7 versatile configurations. EN131 standard compliant for safety. Large
joint with security locks, anti-slip rubber sole, quick assembly, and a 150kg load capacity make it a
professional-grade choice.

Manufacturer: Herzberg Professional Tools
Reference:HG-5002

Product Description and Specification
Introducing the Herzberg HG-5002 Aluminum Multi-Purpose Ladder, your ultimate solution for tackling a wide range of
tasks with ease and versatility. Crafted from heavy-duty high-grade aluminum construction, this ladder boasts a robust
1.2mm thickness, square rungs, and supporting tubes, ensuring stability and safety. It meets the EN131 standard, signifying
exceptional quality and performance.

 

What truly distinguishes this ladder is its large joint, enhancing loading capacity and durability, supported by six security
locks that enable you to adjust the ladder's shape quickly and securely. No more slipping concerns, thanks to the ladder's
anti-slip rubber sole that ensures a secure grip during use.

 

This ladder is your multifunctional companion, capable of transforming into various configurations, including a scaffold,
leaning ladder, and stepladder, to adapt to different height requirements and project needs. With a maximum load capacity of



150 kg and conveniently spaced 280mm between each step, this ladder is both sturdy and efficient.

 

Crafted from aircraft-grade aluminum, it is perfect for a multitude of tasks, from decorating and cleaning windows to roof
and balcony work, painting, and a variety of DIY jobs. Rest assured, it has met the stringent EN 131-Part 4:2007 test
standard, ensuring top-tier quality.

 

The Herzberg HG-5002 Aluminum Multi-Purpose Ladder is your answer to every task, offering durability, versatility, and
security. Experience its easy reassembly with locks and hinges for enhanced safety. Say goodbye to slipping accidents,
thanks to the ladder's anti-slip base design, ensuring your peace of mind during every project.

 

Experience the Herzberg HG-5002 Aluminum Multi-Purpose Ladder, and unlock the potential for effortless, safe, and
versatile work. Perfect for both home and business use, this ladder adapts to seven different formations to meet your unique
project needs. Add it to your toolkit today and elevate your DIY and professional tasks to new heights.

 

 

 

Features: 

Heavy-Duty Aluminum Construction: Crafted from high-grade aluminum with a substantial 1.2mm thickness, this ladder
is engineered for robustness and stability. It can withstand the rigors of various tasks, ensuring it remains your reliable
companion for years. Versatile Functionality: The Herzberg HG-5002 is not just a ladder; It's a versatile tool that adapts to
your specific project needs. With seven different configurations at your disposal, including scaffold, leaning ladder, and
stepladder modes, you can effortlessly tackle a wide range of tasks, from painting high walls to accessing roofs or ceilings.
This adaptability makes it an indispensable addition to your toolkit. EN131 Standard Compliance: Safety is paramount,
and this ladder is designed with your well-being in mind. It complies with the stringent EN131 standard, assuring you that it
meets the highest quality and safety standards. This certification offers peace of mind during your projects, knowing that
you're using a ladder built to the strictest industry requirements. Large Joint with Security Locks: The ladder features a
robust, large joint supported by six security locks. This design ensures that the ladder's shape remains stable and secure
during use, eliminating any wobbling or instability. You can trust in the ladder's structural integrity, even during heavy-duty
tasks. Anti-Slip Rubber Sole: Safety first. The ladder's feet are equipped with an anti-slip rubber sole. This feature prevents
unwanted sliding, providing a secure and stable grip on various surfaces. You can confidently work at height without
worrying about slipping accidents. Efficient 12-Step Design: With 12 evenly spaced steps and a convenient 280mm
distance between each step, this ladder is designed for ease and efficiency. Climbing and descending are made more
comfortable, saving you time and effort during your projects. Aircraft-Grade Aluminum: The ladder's construction utilizes
aircraft-grade aluminum alloy. This material choice not only ensures exceptional strength but also guarantees the ladder's
longevity. You're investing in a tool that's built to last. Quick and Easy Assembly: Time is precious, and this ladder is
designed with that in mind. Assembling and disassembling the ladder is quick and effortless. You can spend more time on
your projects and less time on ladder setup. Multi-Purpose Applications: Whether you're cleaning windows, painting walls,
or working on roofs and balconies, this ladder is your versatile partner. It adapts to a wide range of tasks, eliminating the
need for multiple ladders and simplifying your toolkit. Professional-Grade Durability: Designed to withstand heavy
workloads, this ladder has a maximum load capacity of 150kg. This remarkable load-bearing capacity ensures that you can
rely on it for various projects, from DIY home improvements to professional tasks. It's a sturdy and dependable choice for all
your work at height.

 

 

Specifications: 



Brand Name: Herzberg Color: Chrome Material: Aluminum Alloy Dimensions: 38cm x 28cm x 93cm Orientation: 7 kinds
Weight: 11.6kgs Weight Capacity: 150kg Steps Quantity: 12 Steps Straight Ladder Height: 3.7m Step Ladder Height: 1.80m
Scaffold Height: 1m Folded Size: 1.01m Distance Between Steps: 280mm Step Thickness: 1.2mm Certification: EN 131
certified

 

EAN : 5404035003954

ISBN : 76169990

Weight : 11.60 Kg

Volume : 0.01330 m3

(L x l x H) : 38.00 cm x 28.00 cm x 93.00 cm

Box 1  units

Pallet 18  (Units)

Box dimensions 93*38*28

Link to the product

https://www.msy.be/herzberg-hg5002-multiorientation-aluminum-folding-ladder-xml-246-4192.html

